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Jack Newton (M34/36)
asks: Anybody beat my
age? Mullins House 1936
and am still going strong.
I just had my 95th b/day.
Just proves my point,
the more b/days one has,
the longer you live!!
(Mac: well, of the current
contributors, you beat Jim Howell by
a matter of a month!)
Rob Fletcher (E38/40) writes: The
Bagpipe No 34 inspired me to write
to you all as well. I know Brian
Hobson and admired his story about the
wonderful SAC. Brought up in the poor farming
community my father decided I’d go to SAC, not Queen’s
College, where all my cousins were. Rev Kitcat was his
minister so knew well the son, Godfrey, who looked after
me at SAC. Killed hero in Italy in a tank rescuing his
friends – lovely chap! Knew all the younger generation
as I’m pushing 90 in good health, history and genealogy
my hobby. You’ll excuse perhaps my confused writing.
Dad, he informed Bishop Armstrong, Head of SAC, I need
not learn that long dead language, Latin, but had to learn
to box. So there I was fagging for Mickey Bryant whom I
was so scared of, popular boxing champ and great rugby
wing. He treated me gently as I ran away from Twigg
who hit me three times as I had not seen him yet. Now
you never run away as I’ll hit you if you do so!! Probably
a bit timid.
He and Peter Bunton,
Vet of Elephant Park of
Glen Trollope, whose
father had to calm the
elephants with oranges as
they charged all human
beings - a deed well
accomplished. Left SAC in JC (Std
8). How many are we? As dad
said before I become cannon
fodder, I must farm for 2 years with
him. So joined SAA, became a fully qualified Hurricane
fighter pilot. One of the interesting things I did at SAC: I
and seven others unpacked the kilts when they came to
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SAC in big boxes. We tried them on but felt
very cool underneath, so one suggested we
get girls’ panties. What, wear panties? Girls
were considered very derogatory in those
days so that idea was condemned and jock
straps had to fill in. You must realise no
underpants were available in those days.
Naughty joke: The girl asked what you wear
underneath, so the brave guy said: “feel”. So she did
& said “How gruesome”. So he said “Feel again and
grew some more”.
I strongly suggest you get the book “Thus Came the
English” by Dorothy Rivett-Carnac, Magistrate of
Grahamstown, for the library. Lovely interesting 1820
Settler OA. I met interesting SAAF pilots during the war.
Alf Kingcome was one. He and I won the U16 tennis
doubles. Why and how we beat Dudda Ford and Collet
- talented sportsmen. Dudda served 4 double faults when
the DSG crocodile came past!?! All were pilots with
distinction. I’m doing my best to get 5 young Fletchers
there. Great bursaries available with only a J.C. I got my
pilot’s licence but crashed a Kitty Hawk “faulty” later on so crutches. Think SAC still the best. Dup Murrell, Danie
Craven, Drac Lucas – (the hardest cuts in the school),
Currey & Charles Fortune what more could you ask for?
Jim A Howell (E34/38) writes: This letter is not really
drafted to be a contribution to The Bagpipe but more to
thank you, over some years, for sending me a copy of
this fascinating publication. (Mac: what makes it fascinating
is the reminiscences of those of a bygone era such as
yourself!)
Nor am I entering myself for any Guinness Book of
Records as the oldest surviving OA but I may be entering
this unenviable category.
Many of the entries are from people whose parents
weren’t even born when I was at College. I continue to
get birthday cards from the Headmaster. How does he
know I am still alive?! (Mac: because you haven’t notified
him otherwise!)
Only rarely is there a letter from a near contemporary
but one such is Brian Hobson’s on page 1 of No 34 and
I remember nearly all of those mentioned including Crack
Shot Jack Brunette.
College was pretty spartan in those days. I don’t think
we realised we were in a world depression but the EP

farmers’ sons were surely better
informed. We had a food strike
in Espin led by Cullingworth
and Roly Whittaker – born
rebels and heavy smokers.
Drac’s wife was supervising the
kitchen in those days. Incidentally it
was Scopie, initially before Roly Whittaker
rechristened him, owing to his habit of
spreading his gown in a synchronous
manner. (Mac: I have always wondered
at the origin of “Scopie” – Drac was a
much more obvious appellation.)
Theft of tuckboxes was quite prevalent and so was
bullying and anti-semitism. A Jewish lad whose Hebrew
name was Tarshesh, anglicised to Livingstone, was
chastised by a 6’ lout called D*** from a well-known
commercial family in Grahamstown.
Disputes were settled in the Fives Court
and I remember Johnny Kirkpatrick
(younger brother of Duncan) giving
me a severe beating. Funnily
enough, I won the middleweight
boxing competition at Sandhurst
in 1942. It was a shadow of
the “real” Sandhurst
and termed the
162 nd OCTU
(HAC). We
had done an
I n f a n t r y
OCTU at the
Cameronians
barracks in
Lanark then
the armoured course at Sandhurst before being
commissioned into 44th Recce Regt (56th London Infantry
Division). In ’43 – ’44 we had seven officers from SA in
that regiment – 6 UDF. I was in the British Army.
One of us was C.D.F Osmond (Peter), (M35/39) ex
SA Armoured Corps – a tough character who became a
close friend – killed near San Gemmano near the Gothic
Line. Years later Penny – your former archivist – was
instrumental in putting me in touch with some relatives
(Palmers) as I had a picture of my late wife Nola and me
standing by his gravestone in Gradara War Cemetery.
Pre-antibiotic (even pre Protosil) era, there were a
number of fatalities. One Mullins with a mastoid abscess
which even Dr Leith (ENT surgeon in PE) was unable to
save. His son Bob Leith – another friend of mine died, I
think, while on flying training. My closest friend, Frank
Ritchie, was killed at Chinsi – a poorly conducted battle –
while serving in 1st City / C.T.H in 6th SA Div. Mickey
Bryant, another tough customer & good boxer, ended
up as you could have guessed leading a partisan band in
Northern Italy - killed in an ambush. “I have a rendezvous
with death at some barricade.”
“Tighty” Little drowned when his ship hit a mine in a
Yugoslav inlet. Also John Adams and so many others.
Another unfortunate death was Shuttleworth in a fight
(unequal contest) with C********. He hit his head when
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felled, developed an acute subdural haematoma. We
regarded the Settler’s Hospital in those days as a one
way ticket to the next world. I hope it has improved.
And I remember those awful picnics to Stone’s Hill –
oranges, sardines, bread. At mealtimes the boy who
divided the butter in 3 or 4 took the last bit. A tickey
bought several pineapples and 60 years later I bought
some on the side of the road. Sour as hell. Maybe we
should send some farmers to Hawaii to learn from Dole?
The Bagpipe triggers endless memories but an enduring
impression (from the magazine) is how much expanded
and improved College is as an educational establishment.
Teachers? Ernie and Dup Murrell – the former very
sarcastic, Harco Iwema, Pud Lawrie, Bunny Gore-Sellon
with his trousers always at halfmast, Drac (good maths
teacher), “Pansy” Armstrong a Greek-Latin scholar but
did he really understand the often thick as two planks EP
schoolboy? Lazy some of them! Charles Fortune in his
Harlequins jersey! I think he played for their 12th team.
Anyway, happy New Year.
A tribute to Denys Arderne Biden (Upper House 1937)
21/02/1921 – 13/02/2014 appears on the College
website.
Colin Brayshaw (A48/53) writes: Mac, having
retired as Senior Partner & then Chairman of
Deloittes I have been very lucky to have subsequently
served as a director, and nearly always as chairman
of
the
Audit
Committee, on
some thirty companies
listed on the JSE. A
number of these were
some of the biggest
companies in the
country. However as I
approach 80, I am now
running down my
business interests.
I have also been
involved with education
having served as a trustee
on the Wits, College and
Michaelhouse Foundations.
Some might ask how come
Michaelhouse - well only
because their Foundation
liked to have some members who had not been to the
school to add another dimension to the Foundation’s
thinking!
I guess the difference between when one was at College
and now is the much improved creature comforts
especially accommodation, food and hot water in
abundance. All that has not changed much are the
classrooms which probably now could do with an upgrade
but armchairs are not necessary!
Barry (Eric) Mosley (X47/49) writes: Just to let you know
that I have received the latest copy of “Bagpipe”. I was
very intrigued about the letter from John Gie, Merriman.
I knew him whilst I was in Merriman. He was a great
chap and in many the House comedian!! Also Ken
Gough. I knew Ken at Waterkloof House Preparatory

School and we were together in Merriman. Ken was
originally due to be in Espin, but changed to Merriman to
be with Billy Fitzgerald and Allan Allwright, and, dare I
say it, with me. I remember Charles Fortune asking me
and Mike Nicholls (Major), who was also at WHPS,
whether we should have Ken. We both emphatically
replied “yes”. And so he came.
The Bagpipe always
reminds me of being a
drummer in the College
Cadet Corps band,
and the kilts,
sporrans etc. I
should imagine that
there have been a
number of changes
in the uniform I once
wore. Referring back to my
days at College I should imagine
that, at 82, I am amongst the oldest of the OAs.
I am continuing with my research into links between
the North of England and South Africa, and at present
the part played by the Northumbrian Fusiliers in the Boer
War. On the north east and northwest frontiers of the
Cape Colony, and during the latter stages this was
considerable. Another interest is the South African
contingent in the WW1 trenches; what about OAs ?
D’Elville Wood!!! Also the great contribution by General
Smuts.
Our history society is interested, especially in officers
and men who later served in WW1. Also, I have given
successful talks about Bishop Armstrong and Lady Anne
Barnard. The scope is endless.
As an officer in the Coldstream Guards my father, who
made his own way to England to enlist, saw much action
at Ypres. He later took part in the occupation of the
Rhineland, stationed at Cologne. The parades and
Services of Remembrance remind me that, no doubt,
College has many positive connections with WW1 which
started 100 years ago.
All the best and keep College going!
Roderick G Macintosh (X42/44) writes: I recently lost
my wife after 62 wonderful years together and have now
moved into an apartment in a
Retirement village called San
Sereno in Bryanston,
Johannesburg. The village is
complete with a bowling green
so that I will be able to continue
playing the game which has given
me many happy hours during my
retirement.
Next week I celebrate my 88th
birthday and I would like to
thank the Headmaster very
much for his card and best
wishes for the occasion. The gesture is truly appreciated.
In early September I travel to Vancouver in Canada
to spend some time with my sister whom I have not seen
for several years. The trip will include a voyage to Alaska
and also a train journey through the Rocky Mountains.
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I have very fond memories of my days at College.
Lorraine Mullins (Day/A49/53) writes, Dear Mac, I regret
that I have little of interest to say. (Mac: you underestimate
yourself!!) However, if it is permissible it seems an
opportunity to remind Old Preppies about my book;
something like:
“Reminder: Have you Old Preppies (and anyone else
who might be interested) bought my book about Prep,
entitled “I’ll Sing You One, Oh!”? People tell me that it is
a good read (thanks to excellent editing by Mrs Kim
Barker), and I can attest to its beauty with pride; my
daughter Jocelyn Wortley made it so.
If you are interested, send R360 (much less than a
tank full!) to Mrs Anusha Ranchhod, St. Andrew’s Prep
School, Box 187, Grahamstown, 6140, RSA.”
Fred Lovemore (E44/47) writes: I trust that you will find
this article worth printing. Sometimes the significance of
only one word will turn the tide from despair to hope.
On one of my self-help courses, I learnt that there is no
such thing as failure: it’s only feedback!
NEC ASPERA TERRENT
I shall never forget my last morning at College, about
to write the last of the matric exams. We assembled in
the Drill Hall before the exam for Mr Currey’s farewell to
us. Mr Currey came as usual and took his place on the
stage.
“Good morning, gentlemen!” he began. (I sensed a
choking feeling in my throat.) “This is your last morning
at St. Andrew’s College as students,” as if we had not by
then begun to realize that, by those opening words, our
status had changed for ever.
I suddenly felt cold all over: I knew then that, when we
left the Drill Hall that morning, a new life faced us all, with
new challenges and responsibilities. How would we . . .
how would I shape in meeting this new life?
“Great men,” Mr Currey continued, “have passed
through the school, to leave their stamp upon the world.
Will you do the same? You have a choice when you
leave here to be as great as those who have gone before
you, or greater. Or you may choose, through your
circumstances, to be less.” And the following words I
shall never forget! “But, gentlemen, whatever you do,
for God’s sake don’t behave like cocks and hens in a
barnyard!”
Some laughed, others stared mutely ahead. Both gist
and words have tramped up and down, loud and clear,
through the labyrinths of my mind and life. How would I
fare? Little did I know what lay before me!
I am 84 now, and by the end of this year (2014), my
Dad left College 100 years ago. He was in Armstrong
from 1910 to 1914, and I remember a few of the names
of those who were at College with him, namely, Clem
Tunbridge, Warwick Evans, Robert Hobson, and Ockert
Fourie.
I never thought I would reach such an age: only
grandfathers and great-grandfathers reached these ages.
Well, I am one of these now! Suddenly, in 2010 I woke
one morning, “How/where did this age come from, how
could this happen to me: I am 80 years old today! You,
my age, have crept up on me all these years and now you
have placed this honour on my shoulders!”

During my life, I farmed for 13 years (up to age 34),
lost the farm and assets, and my self-esteem (traumatic in
the extreme! – where now were Mr Currey’s words?). I
(we) moved to Jo’burg and I found work in commerce
and industry, studied part time through Unisa up to and
including M.Com (a combined study period of 22 years)
and also lectured at Unisa for 22 years. I also took selfhelp courses to rebuild some self-esteem. Most
importantly, my wife and I raised our family into loving
citizens, both married, with families.
One of my great blessings gleaned at Unisa was the
opportunity to study literary analysis. The result enabled
me to write study guides for our students which in turn
led to my writing a textbook, The ABC of financial
management (van Schaik’s, Pretoria) which in turn again
led to my writing a romantic novel, The race is not to the
swift (or simply The Race) which was followed by a short
treatise on the mass migration of the Israelites from Egypt
under the leadership of Moses, and which is called The
prayer of Moses – The Moses formula, (or simply Moses),
and both
o n

Amazon Kindle. Anyone wanting my author’s page, may
refer to www.facebook.com/fchlovemore
The hero in The Race was accompanied by two
presences, The Whisper and The Voice. The first spoke
in gentle tones and commended morality and
steadfastness while the Voice was loud-mouthed and
bumptious, saying that the Whisper was too timid even to
live life. As it turned out, from following the Voice’s advices
and promptings, the hero created a veritable hell for
himself as a result of drug dealing, sex, and excessive
drinking.
In his most desperate hour, sitting on his horse at the
setting of the sun, the hero cries out, “Oh God, who will
reach down and save me now from this hell?” The
Whisper answers gently, “No god will reach down and
save you. Created in my image, with My breath in you,
you are well able to save yourself. You abused the powers
I gave you and you created your circumstances which
have now revealed you to yourself. Turn now and follow
Me.” The tide turns, and the last words in the book are,
“I look up at the sky arched like a blue vault over me,
shining like a great light, ‘This is my resurrection, my
ascension.’”
We are all accompanied by two presences, the Whisper
and the Voice, and the question is by whose advices are
we guided?
When we are standing trapped, by whatever
circumstances, on the shores of our respective “Red Seas”,
Moses issues three instructions to us which constitute his
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formula, namely, “Fear ye not! Stand still, and see the
salvation of the “Whisper”, the salvation of the Lord (an
ancient term for Law). The Moses Formula also discusses
such related principles as the 10/90 Principle, fear versus
faith, the power of gratitude, the Alpha and Omega
Principle, and the Now or Present Time
On the afternoon of my Dad’s funeral in September,
1979, an elderly uncle in the family gave me a card with
some words printed on it. “Read this,” he said, “it will
help!” This is what I read:
When you think how you’ve been guided and helped
upon the way,
How fears that really terrified, died out and passed away;
How when you felt all hope had gone, there came a ray
of light,
And through the darkening shadows, you found your way
all right.
When you recall that all through life you’ve been safely
led,
It’s treason and weak cowardice to fear what lies ahead.
(Anonymous)
JLM Bradley (X47/50) comments: I met Bryan
Gransden at College 65 years ago and remember
we took French together, instead of Afrikaans.
The French Master was Peter Harvey, who also
taught Maths and Science. He was also a
Housemaster of Espin from 1946 – 1960.
He said to Bryan, “Do you know that you
are the opposite of an echo? You answer a question
before I have even asked it!”

R o b
Westwood
(X49/52) says: I enjoyed reading Ken Gough’s (X48/51)
submission in last year’s “The Bagpipe” particularly about
the fellows from WHPS Pretoria who went to College i.e.
Billy Fitzgerald, Mike Theron and Keith Allwright. I, Rob
Westwood (X49/52) also went to WHPS and then on to
College.
Like Ken I also joined Mobil Oil, but at the Refinery in
Durban as a Chemical Engineer, and spent my whole 38
year career with Mobil. I was fortunate to work for Mobil
not only in South Africa but also in New York, the Coryton
Refinery in England, and then finally retired in 1996 from
the Mersin refinery in Turkey after 8 years as General
Manager. A really most interesting and enjoyable career
with Mobil.
Briefly, my wife Yvonne (Nee Milne) (an ex St Anne’s

girl from Hilton Road) plus our 4 children have certainly
had an interesting life seeing the world. Our two eldest
sons both went to St Andrew’s, both in Merriman Robert
from 75 to79) and Brett from 76 to 80). Our third son
Gavin went to Durban High School with Dennis Calder’s
son. Now Ken, I am sure you would have remembered
Dennis Calder from WHPS. He really was a character full
of tricks and mischief. Incidentally we saw Bill Fitzgerald,
Don Porter and Dennis Calder last year in Durban. Our
fourth child Lola started off at St Mary’s in Kloof, Durban,
and then travelling the world with her parents. Finishing
up at UCT completing her Chemical Engineering degree.
After all the travelling, we have now settled down in
Gloucestershire and are very fortunate that we have our
whole family living in the UK. This Christmas we are
planning another trip to Norway, but Yvonne and I are
not planning to ski.
Michael J Bird (U51/55) writes: Dear Mac, I enjoy reading
The Bagpipe and the comments of various OAs and have
been stimulated in my old age (76 in January) to write a
few words.
I will include some anecdotes of my now distant
recollections of a little boy at St Andrew’s, which you may
discard, edit or print, and my subsequent activities and
whereabouts.
I grew up in Johannesburg and attended Greenside
Primary School in a predominantly Jewish suburb. It’s
funny how I can remember the names of the kids in my
class, but cannot remember the names of dinner guests
of last week. It was my uncles who had served with the
Allied troops in North Africa who had recommended to
my father that he should send his eldest son to College
on the basis that they had met some very outstanding
OAs while serving their country.
Thus a very timid little boy was put on the train at Park
Station bound for boarding school. I knew no-one and
on finally arriving in Grahamstown had to ask where to
go. “Just follow the other boys” I was told. What House?
I don’t know. I was to board with Mrs Iwema, the widow
of a former master at 2 African Street behind the Lower
Field sightscreen and who had enclosed her back veranda
with fly screens and drop down blinds, where I was to be
a Day Boy. It was freezing in winter. In her back garden
she had a vegetable patch and grew, amongst other things
strawberries, which
never r ipened
because we
sneaked out at
night and ate
them.
This
came to a stop
when I accidently
ate a garden
snail. For lunch
we were often
given a dish
called “Toad
in the hole” a
watery stew of sausages
covered in a
blanket of dough and rather
tasteless.
Pudding was invariably blamange or tapioca (frog’s eggs).
The other boys were Malcolm Bunyard (who died
recently), Richard Tainton from a farm near either
Tarkastad or Kei Road and Philip Greenhough from
Rhodesia Three of us went on to Upper and Philip to
Merriman – I don’t think he wrote matric at St Andrew’s.
(Mac: this must be Philip Greenhow, X51/53, who left to
join the Royal Navy)
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Our House was “Day House” a building adjacent to
the swimming pool and the Housemaster was Dup Murrell
a WWI war hero who had saved his older brother’s life
and who walked with a stick and a limp.
My second year, although now a year older, I was again
a new-boy in Upper. My bed was in the far corner and
diagonally across from a group who had been to Prep. In
the middle of the dormitory was a wall of curtained
cupboards with our clothes and every night a barrage of
mortars would rain down on me in the form of tackies.
When I apple-pied their beds I was reported and caned
by a prefect, which I thought to be unfair. In the bed next
to me was Perry Tucker, whose only interest was collecting
bird’s eggs. He got rings, double rings, triple rings for
bad marks and was regularly caned. I believe he is now
an Earl in the UK and still collects bird’s eggs. So much
for the inbreeding of the British Aristocracy!
Because of the cut-off date for sports, I happened to
be the youngest in my age group, which is a notable
difference in age in an adolescent competing with kids as
much as a year older. In trying to be competitive and of
slender build, I sustained rugby injuries, which plague me
to this day. Notwithstanding, I still managed to get my
athletic colours in my final year. This was acquired after
running the famous mile. Upper & Merriman were in a
dead heat for the cup. To win
Upper had to
ensure the
1st
three
places in the
mile event.
Our biggest
challenge
was Everard
Hensley from
Mullins.
During the
race Chris Stone
and GNC Holmes
ran slowly and sped
up whenever he
tried to pass. I suppose that is called team tactics today.
Needless to say we got the three places.
Recalling my schoolmasters:
Gassy, our housemaster, “er er er young fellow”.
Gascoigne-Smith, his wife Joan and daughter, Lyndsay.
Rook Currey was headmaster.
Drac Lucas taught me maths very well, which has stood
me in good stead. Not many people can still do mental
arithmetic.
Jock Cawse taught Physics & Chemistry, so too Apie
Dodds, Arie Blaquiere, Joss Driver and Horse Harker who
always arrived for drinks during the holidays and must
have had a very strong constitution as my parents were
just one of the many parents visited.
There was a very young female teacher (name
forgotten) (Mac: almost certainly Miss GC Bezuidenhout)
who taught Afrikaans in the Merriman Prep room who
liked to stand in the sunny doorway while wearing a thin
cotton dress thereby revealing a transparent stunning
profile. In that same classroom many bottles of pineapple
cider were known to explode. (Mac: while she was sunning

herself? Sounds like that would have caused many things
to explode …)
I recall sitting next to Malcolm Pearce who was a very
good cartoonist and made an outstanding copy of
Gascoigne-Smith’s signature. He was also adept at
hypnosis and hypnotised many boys. One John Crawford
was told, under
hypnosis that he
was flying a
Spitfire on the tail
of an ME109,
much to our
amusement. His
great mate was
Anthony Allen who spent
many hours at the local undertakers
where there was a collection of
restored and partly restored vintage
and old cars gleaned from the farms of
the deceased.
On one half term holiday, six boys were walking
aimlessly down the road when a kindly gentleman offered
us a lift to the Kowie, which we gratefully accepted.
Amongst us were Peter van der Merwe and Chris Stone
(both deceased). On arrival we went into the local hotel
where the older boys, legally and out of school clothes,
had a beer. The following day Gassy wanted to see the
six boys who had been to the Kowie. Some of us got
three and the beer drinkers six cuts. Most unfair!
Talking about cuts, Jonty Driver got more than his fair
share. He would put on his underpants, bathing costume
and pyjama pants with a thin book in-between for
protection and always made a great show of prancing
and dancing when he emerged from Gassy’s office.
During lower five (standard nine, now grade 11) I didn’t
work too hard and had some bad marks. Latin was my
bogey. I was probably thinking more about sport or
girls…in no particular order. I then met a rather nice girl
who challenged me to getting good enough marks for
admission to medical school. Challenge accepted. For
my entire matric year I got up at 05:00 am to study,
including Sundays. To make life easier, I would go down
to the boiler room under the stairs before lights out, tip in
a bucket of coal and hang my wet towel on the pipework.
I was the only boy in the school who had a hot shower
every morning and dried with a warm towel! I got into
Wits Med School.
In my last year, 1955, I wanted to get my driver’s
licence. The problem was to get a car for the test. I asked
Gassy if he would be happy if I tried in the Green Mamba,
his very aged Willys sedan. On the road past the golf
course I found out its ante-dated synchromesh, which
entailed double de-clutching for every gear change, a
technique now well mastered. It also needed a severe
turn to the left every time the brakes were applied as the
front right brake worked, while the left did not. I then
approached Ma Iwema who allowed me to use her old
Austin seven, so small and narrow that one had to sit
sideways when carrying a passenger. Well I passed and
have still got an accident free record 58 years later. (Mac:
that’s some record!)
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Together with me at medical school were Michael
McPhee (also deceased) and Donald Sinclair. Mike & I
teamed up in our Physics practical courses and caused
great consternation and excitement in the department.
We had to determine the Atomic Weight of Copper using
antiquated balance scales, copper foil, a battery and copper
sulphate solution. We weighed the foil, connected the
electrodes and retreated to the café where we determined
the answer and worked the equation backwards to the
desired weight. As we only built in a 10% error it was a
result never achieved before or after. Mike and I both got
firsts in Physics and Chemistry; such was the excellence
of our tuition in these subjects at College as our 1st year
was simply repetition of what we already knew.
After qualifying I married a stunning blonde teacher,
Madeline Minnaar, who would have had no difficulty
qualifying for the Miss SA title. Sadly she died of cancer
aged 52. I have now married an equally stunning lady
Sandra Hewitt (nee Kelly) from Rhodesia, similarly
widowed and who trained at Groote Schuur as a nurse.
If Jake Crowther thinks he is hard done by, let me tell
you he’s not. I had two grandmothers, a mother, two
stepmothers, two wives, two daughters, five aunts, a
secretary, a maid, theatre and ward matrons, sisters,
nurses, female hospital administrative staff, a female dog
(I said female dog) and had to be nice to them all and
people have the nerve to tell me that “I’m difficult”.
Having completed specialist training at Groote Schuur,
I wrote the Edinburgh Fellowship exam and added the
F.R.C.S.Ed to my name, Edinburgh being the oldest
surgical college in the world and possibly the most
prestigious. I subsequently went on to private practice as
an Orthopaedic Surgeon in Cape Town. I retired hurt
(spinal problems) 21 years ago and spend my time
between Cape Town and Knysna where we have a second
home in possibly the two most beautiful places to live in
the world. After feeding the goldfish I have the day off to
indulge retirement. This consists mostly of home
maintenance, walking the mountains around Cape Town
with a group of retired professionals, fixing my 1960 Ford
Prefect, reading, quarrelling with my laptop, predicting
the next best share buy on the JSE, complaining about
the politics (Mac: that should keep you very busy!) and
planning our next trip abroad.
My brothers John and Charles (now deceased)
followed me to College, so too their sons Colin, Graham
and Kevin who now live abroad. What saddens me is the
number of highly trained and qualified OA’s who have
chosen to emigrate. Our country needs people with
integrity, morals and leadership. I still have great faith in
SA and being of an 11th generation have no desire to live
elsewhere and I’ve seen many places. We don’t appreciate
what a magnificent country we live in or that there are
problems and poverty everywhere in the world. (Mac:
ah, but no other country has our President …)
Well to conclude, I was just an ordinary boy, who never
became a CEO, was never awarded medals, or of other
fame who has always been proud to have been to St
Andrew’s College in Grahamstown.
I would be interested to know how many boys/men
who left school in 1955 have died.

I still use my Collins New Gem Dictionary, purchased
on arriving at College and priced at 3/6d. Three shillings
& six pence!
Incidentally my cousins are Patrick, Christopher & Peter
Terry.
Charles E Palmer ( D57/61) writes: Attached is a photo
of 2/3 of my family taken at Kob Inn on the Wildcoast,
Christmas 2013.

The 2nd photo is of my daughter, her husband, and 2
sons in Australia:

I am enjoying a fruitful ‘retirement’ with a very busy
lecturing schedule, which makes for great travel
opportunities.
Perhaps I should include a photo of Gail, my wife of
50 years, and myself:

Willem Kempen (U57/60) writes: Herewith my
contribution for 2014.
At this stage of my life I seem to be either sitting in the
sun reading a book or going to a funeral…LOL
Life goes on in the Antipodes and I am forever planning
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the next expedition to remote places in Central or North
Australia.
By the time this goes to press I would have returned
from an expedition into the Tanami and Great Sandy
Deserts looking for remote places once inhabited by the
First Australians, the Aboriginal
Peoples. They roamed the deserts
as Hunter Gatherers for up to
50,000 years before the
Europeans invaded their lands 226
years ago and displaced them. Slowly
but surely, through the change in the
culture of the invaders, lands have
been returned to them but they only
keep faith with the land for cultural
reasons as they too have had to move
with the times to live in the 21st
Century. Access Permits are required
and a valid reason for entry to the lands
and there is normally quite a bit of
negotiation involved.
I am the Expedition Leader to a
place called O’Grady’s Well / Yalalya.
It was ‘discovered’ in 1932 by an
Englishman explorer by the name of
Michael Terry. He explains in his book,
Sand and Sun, “It was the largest,
most outstanding native well any
member if the party had ever found.
Hewed circular, out of sandstone, 10
feet in diameter and a depth of 30
feet. This enormous excavation,
enormous because no tools are
known to the blacks, must have taken
years to create. Personally, ill-founded
as such a notion may seem, I doubt
whether the locals could have done
the work. It intrigues one to speculate
on the probability of a once higher
civilisation having been in this part,
a people more highly developed than
the present occupants…………”
Francis Gace (M51/55) has lived in
the United States for the past 40
years and now resides with his wife
Claire on Bainbridge Island in Puget
Sound near Seattle, Washington.
Francis was transferred by the Richardson Vicks
company from their Johannesburg offices to their
pharmaceutical headquarters in Cincinnati, Ohio. After
10 years in Cincinnati he moved to Connecticut where
he started his own New York City-based pharmaceutical
marketing/advertising company in partnership with an old
Johannesburg friend. Francis retired in 1997 and
subsequently moved to the Pacific Northwest, far from
the madding crowd.
Francis and Claire enjoy sailing their boat ‘Moya’ and
have sailed the entire Eastern seaboard from Nova Scotia
to Key West and the Bahamas and more recently sailed
‘Moya’ from Bainbridge to Alaska and back, a memorable
3-month voyage.

After
being
widely
dispersed around the globe,
the whole family - son,
daughter, respective spouses
and grandchildren (4) - now
lives on Bainbridge
Island.
In addition to
sailing, Francis
is a portrait
painter, plays
shockingly bad
golf and enjoys
pickle ball (google
that one).
He would
love to hear from old friends at <frgace@gmail.com>
Doug Sutherland (X55/59) comments that one of the
problems of working for oneself is that no one tells you
when to stop. So it usually takes outside influences to
help make the decision. In my case I contracted a rare
type of extra pulmonary TB which affected those parts of
the body women do not have and took 9 months to
diagnose and 6 months mostly bedridden to cure. This
gives one a great deal of time to reflect on life. Plus my
major supplier changed their global marketing distribution
which forced me to close my importing business.
After considerable thought and some sorrow on my
wife Marianne’s part and excitement on mine we sold up
everything in Johannesburg and moved to our holiday
house in Port Alfred.
I had always hoped that some if not all of our
grandchildren would end up at College or DSG. Which is
probably why we bought a holiday house in Port Alfred?
This has now come to pass. Our eldest grandchild is now
at DSG and we have 7 more following at the rate of more
or less one a year. This has made the move to PA a great
deal easier plus I have found that there is a very busy life
here for older people. Starting with aquarobics three times
a week then meetings of Probus, the Lower Albany
Historical Society and a stimulating gardening club and a
new interest is a group of astronomers and science buffs
plus The University of the Third Age. Of course
for social interaction there is bridge and
now croquet or bowls. If I had played
golf then that is the ultimate” in” to
a new community.
My only non-acceptance has
been the NSRI who apparently do
not need more volunteers over 40!
In terms of contact with other
O.A’s we went to the Grahamstown
Festival with Duff & Joy Rennie, and
Brian & Sara Cox. Whilst there we
bumped into Kennedy Maxwell and Dave
& Anne Alston. At K-Day we met briefly with Lynne &
George Lake and at the Highlander William & Gilly
Pringle. Mike & Gail Whitnall live in Kenton so we bump
into them regularly.
This Eastern Cape adventure has been a breath of fresh
air and a chance to get involved in many activities for
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which I never previously had time.
My daughter Jacqui was at DSG and my sons Rob &
Andy were at College.
Due to marriage we have as in-laws O.A.’s Pete
& Annie Allen, Dave & Jen Thompson and then
my daughter married James Clucas who has a
Michaelhouse tradition but has wisely decided to
send his eldest son Andy to College next year.
Maybe their other two sons will follow as well.
Rob Anderson (A58/62) sent this: To celebrate
our 70th birthdays this year, four erstwhile
markorder r ivals met at a hostelry in
Cambridge: Mervyn Wingfield, Fred Holroyd,
Doc Caldwell and me, Rob Anderson. Medical
ailments, grandchildren and the current
deterioration of things as they used to be never
entered the conversation - so it must have been a good
occasion. We met in Cambridge, because “none of us
could remember having gone there before!” – not for
these purposes anyway!
Angie Marriner had very kindly emailed us a quick
summary of our respective College and subsequent
careers, gleaned from various sources and more or less
accurate. Mervyn, Fred or Doc had clearly tampered with
the record because I was down as having won the Lower
School Divinity prize and the Michaelis Art Trophy. The
three of them have always maintained that if ever I came
out ahead of them in a class order it was only because I
scored more in these two “irrelevant” subjects.
Unfortunately I cannot lay claim to either of the academic
honours referred to. I think they were actually won by my
younger brother Hugh. Similarly Angie included a photo
of an Anderson in the Bisley Shooting team - unfortunately
not me either - not even my brother Hugh. (Mac: probably
Timothy Anderson, (X61/65), who was awarded shooting
colours.)
On the whole however the record is reasonably
accurate, though it doesn’t mention that Doc is a Fellow
of the Royal College of Physicians, nor that Fred not only
got a First Class maths degree from Oxford but has a
doctorate from the same institution. Reviewing Mervyn’s
school record and his subsequent physical stature, the
other three of us could only conclude that had he grown
a little more in his earlier years at College, his Housemaster,
Eric, would never have allowed him to play hockey, and
that he would in all probability have won his colours in
rugby as well as swimming and shooting. We couldn’t
persuade him as the youngest to stand on the table and
propose a toast to DSG, but we
all were prepared to join him
under the table later.
An email to each of
us from Jacko Maree
was like getting a
telegram from the
Queen on your 100th
birthday. Thank you,
Angie and Jacko for
remembering us in our
70th year.
Doc Caldwell (M58/62) continues: Rob Anderson has
done the honours regarding the August 1st Cambridge

Septuagenarian Lunch involving Anderson, Caldwell,
Holroyd and Wingfield. I had the privilege of being MC at
Neil Wright’s 70th last November, and did a parody of
Noel Coward’s “Marvellous Party”.
Here’s the final verse:
“We’re here at a marvellous party
Robert, Neil, Ants, Dave, Rob, Doc, Mart
To bone up on knowledge
We all went to College
And Landman was there from the start
Wright’s rather longwinded descriptions
Can be a bit of a bore
Landman’s viool was incoherent
But to all of us it’s quite apparent
Hy skrik vir niks – nec aspera terrent
I couldn’t have liked it more.”

The OAs concerned were Robert & Neil Wright, James
“Ants” McNaughton (main speech), David Wylde (said
the grace), Rob Anderson (alas, there in spirit only), Doc
Caldwell, Martin Oosthuizen (and his wife, honorary OA
Marguerite Poland).
Neil and his wife Liesel hosted a lovely evening at
Bellevue Cafe, Kloof, KZN.
C.J.Driver (U53/57) known sometimes as Jonty,
sometimes (like most of the Driver males) as “Jos” after
the original, J.O.S.Driver, had three books published in
2013: My Brother & I, a short biography, was published
by the Kingston University Press in June. Used to be Great
Friends, an essay in autobiography, was published as an
e-book by Mamport Shorts in September 2013; and
Citizen of Elsewhere, a pamphlet of twenty-four selected
poems, was published by the Happenstance Press in
November 2013. The first two are obtainable on Amazon,
and the third from www.happenstancepress.com
Earlier in the year, twenty-two poems, under the
general title “Before”, were published in New Contrast
No 161.
Gerald Buisman (E62/66) says he is still around in GraaffReinet. Often in Cape Town to see ‘aangetroude’ family.
Generally we go overseas once a year. Acting as
Archdeacon of the Karoo, a fairly thankless task, like being
a school inspector. Any news of Chris Croly, Nick
Henshaw, Chris Dottridge, John Blaker, Bruce Parker,
Ian Wynne, Chris Mathew and others of the 1966 and
Woodridge Prep crew?
Charles Gardner (U63/67) writes of an extraordinary
OA connection:
OA paths cross in Jerusalem
No doubt following in the footsteps of St Andrew, two
OAs had an extraordinary meeting in a Jerusalem street
last November.
Neither knew one another; it’s just that both had been
invited to dinner that night by a colleague who suggested
they walk up together as one of them didn’t know the
way.
It was a first-ever visit to Israel for Charles Gardner
(U63/67) who was thus grateful for the guidance of Martin
Weatherston (A62/65) along the one-mile route to the
apartment of their hosts.
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As Martin was from Western Australia and Charles from
the north of England, it seemed like an ‘Ashes’ cricketing
clash as they strolled up streets virtually emptied by strict
observance of the Jewish Sabbath.
However, they soon discovered that not only
were they both South Africans, but that they had
actually been to the same boarding school – and
at the same time!
Yet though living in houses directly opposite each other,
their paths had never crossed at
College.
And the links didn’t
stop there, for Martin
had once been
assistant to former
Archbishop of Cape Town
(and ex-Bishop of
Grahamstown)
Bill
Burnett,
who
also
happened to be Charles’s
one-time parish priest back
in Ladysmith, KwaZuluNatal, where he grew up.
Martin is the Australia and New Zealand director (and
International Board vice-chairman) of CMJ, the Church’s
Ministry among Jewish people, and Charles has been
working for them in a voluntary journalistic capacity since
taking early retirement from the newspaper industry.
Following that first meeting they spent much time with
each other in Jerusalem, reminiscing on halcyon College
days over a bottle of Cape Red while discovering yet more
connections, and have since established a close friendship.
They met up again in England this summer when Martin
and his wife Kim (a Grahamstown girl) stayed in Yorkshire
with Charles and his wife Linda on their way to a Ruby
Wedding holiday cruise among the Baltic fjords.
William Wilberforce was among the founders of CMJ
in 1809 when Christians saw the need for outreach to the
tens of thousands of Jews escaping the pogroms of Europe
to settle in London’s East End. It became an international
mission and in 1847 they built Christ Church in Jerusalem
(then the only Protestant church in the Middle East) and
have since acquired several more properties in Israel.
CMJ now has branches all over the world including
South Africa (where the director is Rev John Atkinson, of
Christ Church, Kenilworth) and played a significant role
in enabling Jews to return to the Holy Land in fulfilment
of the Scriptures. This was mainly achieved through
lobbying the British Government to promise a home for
the Jewish people, and the result was the Balfour
Declaration of 1917 which paved the way for the modern
state of Israel.
So you could say it’s an organization that has helped
shape the world, which it continues to do through
proclaiming Yeshua (Jesus in Hebrew) as the Jewish
Messiah and Prince of Peace through whom swords will
one day be turned into ploughshares.
In May this year Charles was at a conference in
Jerusalem called At the Crossroads where he witnessed
and wrote about the wonderful reconciliation between
Arab and Jew achieved by Jesus on the cross through

which he broke down the “dividing wall of hostility”
(Ephesians 2.14). The reports were well covered in South
Africa by Joy magazine (July issue) and the Gateway news
portal.
Charles is author of Israel the Chosen, available from
Amazon.
Norman Patterson (U64/
67) says: I worked in
America for 30 years and
ran a $200 million
polystyrene
foam
packaging business,
pr imar ily
in
egg
packaging (about 1.5
billion units per year!). In
December I retired and
returned to South Africa and now
live in Great Brak River…happily!
Here is a photo of myself and my wife.

Chris Read (A65/68) writes: I took an afternoon off to
go up to Perth to watch Kevin Weaver (G68/71) competing
in the Golden Gloves tournament on 1 December. Having
been captain of Boxing at College, Kevin introduced
boxing-based fitness training for several promising young
Perth cricketers in 2000, including his son
Ross. Following a hip replacement in
2006, he went back into the ring
himself and won Gold in the
Australian
Masters
light
heavyweight division in 2011. In
2013 he took Silver behind former
Australian professional champion
Graham “Bomber” Murray.
There were a lot of interesting
people at the Scarborough
Sportsmen’s Club. Veined
muscles bulging out of black Tshirts were de rigeur, along with
stubble and a lot of inkwork. And most of the males were
even tougher!
There was a full card, including schoolboys, women
and seniors. Kevin faced the current Masters Bronze
medallist who had flown across from Queensland for the
event. It was the sort of fight Guppy Hodgson would have
relished. The bout was deadly serious and both of them
went at it with skill, courage and fierce determination,
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landing blows as heavy as any exchanged by the younger
men. Kevin drew blood in the 2nd and 3rd rounds and
seemed to lay off towards the end. There was some
surprise when the bout went to the Queenslander on split
decision after the scheduled 3 rounds. Kevin took the
outcome with generous spirit, holding up the arm of his
rival before marching him off for large lagers. The bout
was particularly acknowledged by the announcer as a fine
contest and very warmly respected by the large crowd. It
would have been perfect to report a win in his final bout
but I can tell you Kevin did the College tradition proud.
Also on the card was Kevin’s son, Ross, freshly back
from the AIBA World Championships in Kazakhstan,
where he was one of very few genuine amateurs. To quote
from the AIBA website: “Ross Weaver of Australia was in
an incredibly heated and prolonged exchange with Artem
Chebotarev of Russia with both fighters landing very heavy
blows. Having seen their fighter take one too many, the
Australian coaches threw in the towel. At the exact
moment when their man dropped his opponent. It was
clear that the Russian wasn’t sure what was going on when
he was returned to his corner since he was still dazed.
The Russian coach had to explain to his athlete what had
happened. Meanwhile the Australian coaches had some
explaining to do as well...
Sadly, Ross lost on points yesterday but also acquitted
himself well. A chip off the old block. Kevin’s brother
Robin Weaver (G72) was present to cheer them on.
J.H. (Bunny) Cloete (U61/65) writes: There are a number
of Old Andreans who are currently leaders in Agriculture
in South Africa and I doubt that this fact is known to the
Andrean family at large:
- Chris Louw is chairman of BKB.
- Arthur Short is chairman of
CMW
These companies handle the
bulk of the South African wool
and mohair clips.
- Julian Southey is President
of the Merino stud breeders
Association of South Africa.
- Arthur Gilbert has recently
completed a stint as Chairman
of the Beefmaster breeders
Association.
- Ernest Pringle is Chairman of
the East Cape Agricultural
Union.
- Louw Steytler was Chairman
of Free State Agricultural
Union and is now Chairman
of Grain S.A. He may not be
an OA but is an old Preppie
as I recall. (Mac: he is an OA:
M69/73)
This is a meritorious achievement by our old boys
and is probably some sort of a record.
PS No prize for guessing which House they were ALL
in. (Mac: heh! That’s why you don’t remember Louw
Steytler at College – he went to the far-flung colonies ie
Mullins!)

AR Butch) James (X62/66)
writes:
Dear Mac, Hope you will be
able to read my handwriting. Axel
Ohlsson used to moan like hell
about it.
I am not into computers &
the internet. We have just
put up our own tower in the
last year and my wife is into
that. We had to put the tower
up because of Telkom’s lines always being swiped.
Well let’s try and summarise 48 years since leaving
College. I was at Prep in 1960/61, Merriman House 62/
66. Went on the College overseas tour of the Continent
& England - about 36 of us with Axel Ohlsson and Ian
Morton. To get numbers up we also had 4 St Andrew’s
School boys from Bloemfontein. What a lovely trip for
R860.00 plus a bit of spending money.
We got our matric results while in Vienna. Most of us
had hellish hangovers the next day. Could not believe
how much war damage there still was in January 1967 in
Munich. The best part of the trip was skiing at Obergurgl
in Austria. I remember Arthur Coy (Espin) breaking his
ankle just in front of me when he caught an exposed rock.
The twins Peter & Michael Lever, were also on the trip.
Peter made friends with a Dutch girl who was helping
with the catering at the Haus Pension Alpina where we
stayed. Michael, at the last reunion, said they were still in
contact.
Our first night in Paris there was a mess up in our
accommodation at the hotel and we had to share double
beds. I ended up with Derek Birch,
who snored all
night.

On coming back from the College tour, I could not get
into Grootfontein Agricultural College so volunteered for
the Army. I left it so late that I had to buy my own rail
warrant to get to Oudtshoorn. The paperwork eventually
caught up two weeks later. I was in the First City Regiment
(same as my dad during the Second World War). I spent
3 months in Oudtshoorn and 6 months in Grahamstown.
Sergeant Major Godley was our R.S.M. He was a
Permanent Force Sergeant Major with First City during
the war when they were stationed at Barberton &
Komatipoort keeping the Ossewa brandwag from
sabotage. (They were Pro-Nazi National Party fanatics).
(Mac: The Ossewa Brandwag, not the First City!) I have
pictures of him and all the Cathcart chaps at the Barberton
Station Swimming Pool.
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The 1967 intake were all Baby Boomers (born just
after the Second World War) whose fathers were in the
War. It was amazing how all the different schools from
the Eastern Cape ended up in the First City & whose
dads knew each other.
I was at Grootfontein Agricultural College in 1968. Also
there, were Lionel De La Harpe, Richard Birch & Bruce
Bryant.
My dad was buying mer ino rams from Haig
McNaughton OA at “Elandskloof”, Graaff-Reinet at the
time. I used to hitchhike every second weekend down to
Goods Motel at Nieu Bethesda and Aunt Magda
McNaughton would pick me up there. I was great friends
with their daughter Audrey (Head Girl Union High 1967).
She got a gold medal in 1971 for Nursing at Groote Schuur
Hospital.
The PE floods of 1968 caused havoc on their farm.
We tried to cross the Sunday’s River in Uncle Haig’s Land
Rover to try and get to angora goats but went into a hole
and got washed over onto our side. I was on the back
and managed to get the passenger door open so he and
his three daughters could get out.
I used to see a lot of James McNaughton and his wife,
Gill, who were on the next door farm. Used to often play
tennis at “Elandskloof” on a Saturday afternoon with them.
In 1969 I did an advanced A.I. Course at Onderstepoort
Veterinary Facility. Then July to December I was at Free
State Tech doing a Farm Mechanics Course. (Mac:
standard tool issue: a pair of bolt cutters and a vice grip!)
I helped my dad January to August 1970 and then joined
the Dept. of Agriculture in Queenstown. I was in the
Division Animal & Dairy Science. Neville Fletcher and I
started the Beef Performance Scheme in the Eastern Cape.
We used to go out with a 1 ton Ford or Chev towing a
“Paul” scale and weigh the farmers’ cattle and do the
bookwork in the evening. I met a lot of interesting people
and made a lot of good friends.
I was seconded for 3 months to the Stellenbosch office
which was very interesting, checking on all the big dairy
herds in the Western Cape. The social scene was great as
Audrey McNaughton was doing her Midwifery at Groote
Schuur.
David Arnold (Merriman 1965) who is my neighbour
got married in Stellenbosch in August 1971, so I was able
to go to the wedding.
In 1971 I met my wife to- be, Jennifer Shutte (as in
Neville Shute, the author). She nursed me at the Frontier
Hospital in Queenstown after knee surgery after a First
City Camp in Oudtshoorn. (Mac: she obviously realized
that you would need the knees in good shape for the
traditional “bended knee” moment…)
My dad got sick at the end of 1972 so I went back
farming. Jen & I got married on 3 March 1973. We have
been blessed with three lovely kids.
Kim was at Cathcart High School and then Girls’ High
School, Queenstown (same as her mother). She was a
prefect and Head of Public Speaking. She went on to
Stellenbosch University and did Accounting. Doing her
articles at Bass Gordon & Willis, she cracked a fraud case
in a building company for R20 million. She then joined
Glaxosmithkline in the UK. She was their Forensic Auditor

for a number of years cracking a case in Nairobi and
Shanghai. She then became CEO for the UK & Europe
of Legg Mason, an American Investment Company. She
then joined Lloyds of London but hankered to get back
home. She is now in charge of Asset Management at
Investec in Cape Town. She was only married in 2012 to
an old Selbornian. They have a one year old daughter.

Justin was born 12-12-1975. He was at Prep in Lions
House in 1989. He was due to go to Merriman House in
1990 but wool prices slumped from the 1988 high. He
went to Selborne in EL. A number of OA’s were on the
Board of Governors at Selborne at that stage. He also
went to Stellenbosch University. He then went to England
in January 1999 in the teaching profession.
In 2002 he became the youngest Head
Teacher in London at the age of 27.
He is Headmaster
of Barclays
Primary
School with
1350 kids
and a staff of
150.
He is now
Executive
H e a d
(Inspector
of Schools) of
another 4 problem
schools which he has
put in a Trust. He has been given the job of pulling these
failing schools out of trouble. He is in direct contact with
the Minister of Education. He won the Teacher-of-theYear Award in 2009, he also ran “Tradewind”, a teacher
recruitment company for a year during his sabbatical leave.
He decided to stick with teaching but is still on the board.
He is also wanting to get back to SA. He has contacted
the ANC to see if he can help in the failing Government
Education System but gets no reply. (Mac: that’s probably
because they don’t regard the government Education
System as “failing”. Or perhaps they are happy just issuing
fake certificates to those who don’t have qualifications
…) He is now in contact with Athol Trollip and Helen
Zille. He married an Australian teacher and they have a
son and a daughter. He does intend coming back farming.
Trevor, the youngest, born 7 December 1981,
matriculated at Queen’s College where he was a prefect.
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He went to PE Technikon (now Nelson Mandela
Metropolitan University) where he did IT. He joined VISA
International in London for 3 years and then was sent to
SA as Area Manager for VISA. He then took promotion
to Sydney, Australia. Year before last he won the Visa
Sales Award. He has just joined a Chinese Banking
Company. He has now got Australian Citizenship.
Farming wise: I farmed with my father from 1972 and
took over in 1988. I was lucky to have him right to the
age of 92. He died in 2007. My mom predeceased him
by 9 years. My mom educated me at Prep and College
out of her garden. She bred irises, daylilies and cannas.
She used to supply Breezand and Stodels in Cape Town,
the mail order suppliers. We had lands full of flowers. Mr
Griff and Auntie Lou Mullins used to always be given
irises by my mom. Their garden opposite Fairlawn was
full of flowers. My mom won the Dykes medal in the
USA with her Iris “Just Heaven”.
To keep in farming, I had to double my size. (Mac: that
must have required some serious eating!) Thirteen families
have left our “Henderson” Valley since 1980.
In 1974 I went to the USA to import 4 heifers and a
bull. Flew to Rio, spent 6
hours in Rio. Went to
Copacabana Beach - saw
my first “topless” girls on
the beach. Then
flew to New
York. Did a
helicopter ride
from JFK to
Newark
over
Manhattan and the
Statue of Liberty. Flew
to Houston and
hired a big V8 Dodge. It was quite daunting driving on
the right hand side of the road in 4 lane traffic into
Houston. Also stayed in Alice, San Antonio, Dallas &
Cotula. Went to all the big Santa Gertrudis Cattle sales.
As well as the State Fair of Texas in Dallas. The big sale
on the famous King Ranch was fantastic. It is over a million
acres in size.
The highlight was staying with ex-Governor John
Connolly and his wife, Nellie. He was wounded when
Kennedy was assassinated in 1963. It was mid-term
elections and one morning in flew a Lear jet to his tarmac.
They came for a courtesy call and tea and to meet a few
of the South Africans who were politicians. On the plane
was Ronald Reagan who was then Governor of California,
George Bush Senior who was in charge of the CIA and
Barry Goldwater. What a lovely man Ronald Reagan
was. They discussed Angola. They were backing us at
that stage against the Russians. Two years later was
“Watergate” and Jimmy Carter as President and the face
of Africa changed.
1974 was also my last First City Camp. It was the
opening of the 1820 Settlers’ Monument. I was in the
State President’s Guard for the occasion. I must say that
Sergeant Major Godley got us NCO’s really smart as we
were on BBC TV.
1975 we formed a local Commando Unit in Cathcart.
All the old Second World War veterans also joined. In the

evenings when were billeted in the Agricultural Hall these
old chaps would get together after a beer or two and start
talking about the war. It was fascinating listening to them.
I wish I had had a tape recorder. Of course the First City
Regiment and Cape Town Highlanders were put together
and were in the 6th SA Division. They and the 1st New
Zealand Division were seconded to the American 5th Army
under General Mark Clarke and went up the West Coast
of Italy and the British 8th army up the East Coast of Italy.
Back to farming. The cattle stud grew. One of my
bulls broke the 2 kg weight gain a day at the Bull Station
in Queenstown. He went on to the Pretoria Show in
1984 and was runner up in the Performance Class. I
judged at the Rand Easter Show in 1988. But not for me.
It is too stressful.
Am farming mainly with sheep. Jackal & lynx from
the surrounding game farms give us a hard time. I pay
my staff a bounty of R500-00 per jackal and R300-00 for
a lynx. Last year we caught 38 vermin and the year before
48. From 1st March this year we have caught 18 lynx and
12 jackals.
In 2011 I lost over 900 lambs out of 2300. Even caught
a hyena last year in October. He killed 34 young rams
due to go to the Transkei. A loss of R75 100-00.
Am in the ram program supplying rams to the Transkei
for improving their flocks. It hasn’t been all work. We
have a certain amount of play as well. I had a young
chap working for me in 1995. We bought an old microlight up in Bloemfontein, spent a bit of money on it and
he taught me to fly. Bought a new one in January 1996.
Got caught in a down draft in Feb 1996 looking for missing
Angora goats. Broke two ribs & my pride and hurt my
back. Fixed her up and flew her for another 10 years.
Had the Editor of the British Micro-light Magazine and his
wife, Dave & Sue Bremner out for two weeks. I bought a
new micro-light so we had two and flew down to Kei
Mouth and flew up the Wild Coast. Bobsy Hart OA, who
farms in the district, bought my old micro-light.
Dave Bremner put an article in the magazine and in
2005 we had 6 RAF chaps out for 3 weeks. We had a
glorious time flying locally and from Kei Mouth. A friend
of mine, Alisdair McDonald, an old Queenian is a microlight instructor and had two micro-lights. So we had three
in all.
In 2001 things were really tough with wool prices not
moving for 10 years. We decided to start a campsite and
4x4 trail. We also built a chalet in 2006. We now have 4
trails and takes 2½ days to complete all of them. Driveout
Magazine rated us in the top 5 4x4 destinations. Our
web page: www.ferndale4x4.co.za
We have had a couple of scrambler and quad bike
rides for charity. Red Cherry Tours had Alfie Cox, and
also the Spaniard who won the Paris / Dakar, ride our 80
km course.
In 2008 we had Prince William and Prince Harry riding
in our area. We are now into mountain biking. We have
hosted three mountain bike rides in June for the last three
years. This year we had 398 riders. The Henderson
Farmers Association runs the ride. We give the proceeds
to the Callie Evans Old Age Home in Cathcart. Callie
Evans was an Old Andrean from Hogsback area. He did
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a lot for the Kenyans when they got out of Kenya due to
the Mau-Mau.
The kids stood us trips overseas in 2003, 2005, 2007
and 2012. I have always been interested in Military
History. I had to give up History at College because the
alternative subject was Agricultural Science with David
Hodgson.
Went to Normandy in 2005, 2007 and 2012 – a must
is the “Pegasus” Bridge over the Orne Canal. This is where
the British came in gliders and landed next to the Orne
Canal Bridge and Orne River Bridge at 1am on D-Day, 6
June 1944. The 6th Airborne Paratroopers then landed
half an hour later on the East side of the Orne Canal to
secure the left flank of the D-Day invasion. The bridges
were captured so the commandos could resupply the
paratroopers once they landed on the beaches at dawn.
The world can be a small place and coincidences
happen often. I was at the Cafe Gondree which is on the
west side of the Orne Canal Bridge and the first place that
was secured in France after the bridge was captured. It
was D-Day anniversary 2007. I was talking to all the old
commandos and they mentioned Captain Eric Norton, a
South African. I presumed it to be our Eric Norton who
taught me Maths and was housemaster of Upper and of
course later Headmaster of College. They said he was a
smart and clinical soldier. I also met Bill Millin, who piped
Lord Lovat of the commandos from “Sword” Beach to
the Orne Canal Bridge while being shot at by German
snipers. (Mac: a piper’s lot is not always a happy one!)
I went back again in 2012 with my son Justin. I could
not believe how many of the old guys had passed on in
the last 5 years. A must read is the book by Neil Barber,”
The Pegasus and Orne River Bridges. Their capture,
defence and relief on D-Day”.
Also by Neil Barber, “The Day the Devils dropped in”.
It is about the 9th battalion of the 6th Airborne Division
and their drop to destroy the 4 guns in the Merville Battery
which would have shelled “Sword” Beach and their
holding of the East flank and Chateau St Comë.
What is interesting is that he interviewed all the old
survivors and you have first-hand accounts of what
happened. One of the old commanders there was not in
the Battle of Normandy. He was sent to fight in the Far
East after Singapore fell to the Japanese. I mentioned
that my dad’s first action after the Ossewa brandwag had
been eliminated was the South African attack on
Madagascar to get the “Vichy” French out of power.
They were in Durban replenishing and were told to go
and help the South Africans capture Madagascar from
the “Vichy French. My dad had described the Battleship
“HMS Ramillies” being torpedoed right in front of them.
He described the same incident.
College reminiscences: one could write a book.
Long Walk 1963 comes to mind. Tuesday our third
day, we walked from Highlands down to the Howiesons
Poort Dam. Tim Hutchinson (A60/64) was our Section
Leader. John Bryant (G62/66) and a chap, Newham
(Mac: John Newham, E61/65), were also in the section.
Can’t remember the others. It was hot as hell and we
killed a big boomslang on the way. When we came up to
the PE road, Drac Lucas was there in his little blue Anglia

with cold water. What a treat!
That night Arsie Clapham tied some string to the
boomslang and ran through the Master’s campsite.
Masters fell arse over tip, spilling their drinks. He got six
for that.
His next escapade was at assembly in 1964. Balfour
Terrace going to Webster Field had some young masters.
Brix Breytenbach, Richard Todd and one other. Their
wives all had babies in the same week. Mr Jock Cawse,
our Headmaster, had just congratulated them when Arsie
put his finger in his mouth and made a popping noise.
The boys all laughed and it was hilarious watching some
of the masters trying to keep a straight face. He got a six.
His famous escapade everyone remembers –
November 1965. Mr Cawse had just dressed everyone
down for using crackers when there was one hell of an
explosion behind the stage curtains. He had tied 3 canon
crackers together and used boot laces as a fuse.
Unfortunately, he got expelled for that.
1964 in my dormitory in Merriman (Mackenzie), one
of the guys (I think, Peter Filmer), tied string to the knocker
of the school bell. As you can imagine we were not too
popular with the guys who ran out to try and catch the
perpetrator every time the bell rang.
November 1965 – about 05:00 am I was in David
Arnold’s (Head of House 1965) study. He was writing
matric and I went in to make coffee. Spotted 5 Rhodes
girls in tracksuits creeping along the road between
Merriman and Blackburn Lodge. Blackburn Lodge was
still being built. I woke some guys up and we caught all
five. Upper guys also came charging down and we took
the girls to the swimming pool. Their tracksuits were taken
off and of course they were in sleeping attire. Of course
when they came out the pool they were pretty exposed.
David Hodgson was in charge of Boxing and College
used to have a match against St Aidan’s next door. The
old Catholic priests were good trainers. Anyhow, a chap,
Dempster in Mullins House, had a difference of opinion
with a St Aidan’s chap called Connellan. One thing led
to another and St Aidan’s put dye in the swimming pool.
Dempster then got all the newboys in Mullins to go up to
the Gowie fields which had just been opened and were
full of duwweltjies. Dempster then
sprinkled these thorns wherever he could
in the St Aidan’s dormitories and rang
the bell. Of course there were many sore
feet. The next evening a newboy from
Mullins came rushing in to Merriman and
Upper Dining Halls (Cornish Hall).
Espin, Armstrong and Graham Houses
were also called. St Aidan’s had
invaded Knowling Field next to Mullins
House. We were told to bring
hockey sticks, cricket bats and
some took tennis rackets. Dempster
and Connellan were having a big argument. Anyhow,
the two schools squared up. College with far more
numbers and armed to the teeth would have killed them.
Could have been very nasty. Luckily Arie Blacquire who
stayed in Holland House (later Housemaster of Mullins)
came past in his little green Dauphine and managed to
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defuse the situation.
My Housemaster was John Gay. “Gum”, as we called
him, taught Biology. He was a Freemason. So was
Etienne De Villiers, my Afr ikaans teacher and
Housemaster of Espin. Etienne actually came up to
Frontier Lodge in Cathcart to one of the installations. His
daughter, Daphne, whom we see often, married an Old
Kingswoodian, George Stretton.
Baasie van Wyk became Housemaster of Merriman in
1966, so was first Housemaster of the new Blackburn
Complex. I introduced him to bass fishing. We used to
often slip down to the Settlers Dam after sport and fish till
dark. His wife, Anna, would then cook the fish and I
would always get my share.
Of course our House Matron, Sister Gertrude Spencer,
was a legend. She nursed troops during the First World
War. A chap, Anderson, used to always hide or move
her medicine and then she would chase everyone out of
the medicine room. She used to always say “thar, thar
you boys get out”. Sister Williams at the Sanatorium was
also a star. She was very good to us when we were sick
and running a high temperature.
Joan Warren was also a lovely person. She was Matron
of Tiger House at Prep and then came to Upper. She lost
her husband, a Komga farmer, in a shooting accident and
then came to Grahamstown to educate her kids. Her
maiden name was Blomfield. Her brother or brothers
were OA’s.
College had a fete on Upper Field in 1966 and with
plenty of music. The Beetles tune “A Yellow Submarine”
played all day. I met my first girlfriend at the fete - a VG
girl, Maureen Rose. Her dad owned Krige’s Butchery
where we used to always buy our biltong - opposite the
SABC. I used to wait for her to come back from school
on her bike and then walk her home up Cradock Road
and then up Leicester Street past Prep. Our Head of
House, Ronald Ross or one of the Prefects reported me
to Baasie van Wyk. He called me in to hear my side. He
said you are not bunking to town but try and go for runs
that way. He was very understanding.
Merriman House guys will remember Andrew Lourens,
our House Tutor. He had a Toyota Stout LDV and used
to take us down to Port Alfred to swim on Sunday
afternoons. He used to always snoop around. He later
bought a Humber Super Snipe and we then nicknamed
him Humber Super Snooper. In 1965 he bust three of
our guys for drinking. I won’t mention their names. Jock
Cawse expelled them.
In 1962 we got a new minister, Timothy Bravington,
to take the place of the famous Horsie Harker who said
he had a calling to go to another school. One of the
school holidays (May) he was visiting all the Andrean
families in Cathcart. I remember him saying to my mother
that he wished he knew what his nickname was. I nearly
burst out laughing as he was called “Bra” - the first three
letters of his surname.
Regards to you and all the guys I was at school with.
College was a lovely school and still is. I hope to send my
grandson there one day.
PS: Any OA’s passing by always welcome for a meal
or bed.

Harold Currie (E64/68) sent us this: Back in 1968 at
St.Andrew’s College - House suppers play for Espin
House. Those were the days !!!!!!!! — with Rich Fickling,
Mark Patterson, Tim Southey, Jors Truly, Tex Freemantle,
Arthur Coy, Andre van Niekerk,Ian Roberts, Jo Hansen,
Keith Titley, Paul Uys and Peter Coutts. (Mac is a little
confused - or Harold is! Several of the above were in
Upper, and one in Espin. A school play perhaps, though
the photo looks more like a House Supper production!)

Malcolm McMahon Chalmers (A76/79) writes: At
school, the politest nickname I had was “prof”. Nowadays,
anyone with google on the smart device can seriously
outperform what I managed to string together.
I do something perhaps a bit unusual for an OA these
days, and take it as a sign of a true dedication to liberal
principles if Dear Mac lets this mention of me sneak into
such an august publication. (Mac: August? It’s November!)
It seems I have become a swami/priest/guru/teacher
of what is called
“Tantra”. An Eastern
approach to using all
of one’s energies
(from the basic root of
sexuality on through)
in support of one’s prayer and
meditation.
Along the way there, I was first a
miner, then a banker, then movie
crew, then stunts, then pioneered
“desktop publishing”, raised kids, got
divorced (very happily). After that lot,
it seemed good for my ongoing interest in meditation and
things spiritual free reign. If you are interested in my rather
specialised and strange ways, hunt down my book, title:
The Rocky Horror Tantra Book. My name has also had a
change. I turn up in google on searches for Sw. Advait
Rahasya.
On the subject of books, Tony Hamilton-Wende’s
House of War is an awesome read, and his children’s
book is a must for your kids.
I can trace my spiritual interest, and even my first
successes in that area to schooldays. The St Paul’s students
coming over to convince us little heathens of the merits
of belief in a Divine and so on were just awesome. It was
an area of debate and discussion in which there were
very few cows held sacred … and very few answers were
left unquestioned.
This started questions in me that extended into
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everything else I learned. Although my marks in maths
were, to put it kindly, terrible, I had no problem when
confronted with a theodolite and the need to use it
accurately underground. Trigonometry became real for
me, and it turned out that I had listened, if only to argue
with it. Of course, I love and remember the teachers who
made their work interesting, who were good at making
knowledge-gaining a delight. Retrospectively, though,
those confirmation classes enabled me to gather what I
needed even when the topic or teacher did not easily get
my attention.
Namasté, and thanks,
Dr Tim A Nuttall (E74/78) sent us this: It was a great
experience to be tapped on the shoulder by my ‘newboy’
of 1978, Grant Mackenzie, at The Ridge School Founders’
Day ceremony on 2 August 2014. We have not seen each
other for many, many years and had much to catch up
on. A few other OA parents at The Ridge joined in the
conversation, throwing Andrean banter into the mix. Tim
Nuttall, Deputy Headmaster (2002-2009), now Rector
of St Stithians College.
Richard Dixon-Warren (G71/76) continues to serve
Her Majesty The Queen as a Joint Regional Liaison Officer
in the British Army, in the rank of Lieutenant Colonel.
He liaises with civil emergency planners across the East
of England as the first point of contact for advice on and
provision of military aid, and was most recently deployed

during the East Coast tidal surge in December 2013. He
spends much of his time criss-crossing the region’s 7,300
square miles to attend meetings and to provide a military
presence at resilience training events. He expects to shuffle
off the ‘baggy green skin’ in just over two years and a
second career (or at least fresh horizons) beckons.
Richard is settled on the edge of the Lincolnshire fens

with his wife of over 30 years, Philippa, and daughter of
over 20 years, Katie. The former breeds horses and the
latter is now a second year university student in London
reading English and Theatre Studies. A ‘chip off the old
block’ (sort of) although Richard’s time on the College
stage now seems almost unimaginably distant…
Paul Edey (M70/74) reminisces on School Reunions,
nicknames and Interaction with the DSG …
When I told the boys that it was my 40th Reunion
over the Selborne weekend, there was an audible gasp
from the Assembly. 40 years is a long time, half one’s
lifetime. To illustrate how long ago this was, legendary
Springbok full-back, Percy Montgomery, long since retired,
was born in 1974, as were the Rosenkowitz sextuplets,
the world’s first! Remember them?
1974 was a significant year.
It was the year that “The Wall” came down between
College and DSG. No more Checkpoint Charlie, armed
guards and barbed wire! Not quite an Arab Spring,
perhaps, but an exciting new experiment in “coinstruction”, a model unique to College and DSG. College
Headmaster, Eric Norton OA, said, and I quote:
“Education is for life and one thing men and women have
to do is to work together. This is exactly what we propose
to do at SAC and DSG.”
On the first
day of 1974,
when
“The
Wall” came
down, the
bastion
w
a
s
breached.
The boys of
E s p i n
watched in
ranks “as the
v ivacious
green tide
flowed
by”.
At the
end of

the year, the Headmistress of DSG, Miss Jenny Porter,
resigned and emigrated to Australia. Hard man Eric Norton
said: “Having worked with the DSG Headmistress for one
year in 1974 under this system I am still not sure if this is
what drove Miss Porter to Australia and New Zealand. It
must have been pretty bad for her to regard them as
preferable.”
The two schools have never really been the same since
but remain firmly as two separate schools. “Nubs” (new
boys) no longer have to act as Cleopatra in the annual
drama production and then suffer the indignity of receiving
matric dance invitations from Kingswood boys to their
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matric dance, and certainly the number of blind dates at
the matric dance has decreased dramatically.
1974 also marked a great moment in College InterHouse sporting rivalry when Mullins dethroned decade
long athletic champions, Upper, by two and a half points.
Bearded and brooding, Buzzard Bowker, scion of the
Bowkers of Tharfield, the introducers of merino sheep to
South Africa, captained the victorious Mullins team. The
star of the show was a
legend of College
athletics, Jeremy van der
Riet Krone, who smashed
the 400m record and
went on to run a sub 50second 400 at Hirsch
Shield. This record still
stands today.
South Africa was a
very different country in
1974. The Nationalist
Party romped home in
the General Election and
the Portuguese colonies
of Mozambique and
Angola
proclaimed
independence following a
coup in Portugal. This
resulted in South Africa
gearing up for what the
Minister of Defence, PW
Jeremy Krone
Botha, called the “total
onslaught”. All young White South Africans over the age
of 16 were called up, initially for 12 months, which was
then increased to 18, and then finally to 2 years. This was
to serve in a “Defence Force” that was fighting a
questionable war, and from 1976, patrolling the
townships. Many of us did not question this. We received
our call up papers in the OFFICIAL/AMPTELIK brown
envelope and went off to do our National Service. I am
not saying that it didn’t do some of us some good to learn
some discipline, to live with different people from
completely different backgrounds and social class, and
also to iron a shirt and to be independent. Our College
education, however, did not make us think about going
off to fight as conscripts. Cadets was enforced across the
country as it was a preparation for National Service. We
would wear khaki cadet uniforms with Africa Korps style
caps with the leaping silver springbuck on the front and
underneath the words: “Ons vir jou Suid-Afrika”.
One of the liberal masters on the staff, David “Porky”
Hogg, challenged us to consider the poor and the
oppressed, and just prior to the 1974 Election he took on
the Classics master, Bill “Sleepy” Chalmers (OA and
College Rhodes Scholar), to a debate on apartheid before
a packed Centenary Hall. Chalmers, who later went on
to become Head of the Religious Services at the SABC
was most convincing, whilst Porky described the United
Party as nothing more than “Nats in tackies”.
All the masters had nicknames, and there were only
two lady teachers on the staff, the French Mistress,
Madame Antonissen, and the legendary Mrs Letty Rivett,

who went on to serve College well past retirement in a
number of different capacities. She is remembered with
enormous affection by hundreds of OAs. Some of these
nicknames were affectionate, some were comments on
physique, anatomy, or race and others were simply
humiliating. On the staff there was “The Pope”, the
Headmaster, who lived in “The Vatican” (Crossways).
There was “Bongo”, “Bricks”, “Bojo”, “Boet”, “Baasie”,
“Cowboy”, “Codfish”, “Fatcrack”, “Prang”, “Smoothie”,
“Slugger”, “Naf” and of course, “The Major”. “The
Major” also had another nickname, “The Boston
Strangler”, because of an attempt to throttle a boy called
“Cornflakes” by lifting him out of his seat by the neck in
Cory. “Cornflakes” was also known as “Dead Fowl”
because he looked like a shot guinea fowl, and he had a
major dry scalp problem, hence, “Cornflakes”.
There were only two “non-Whites” at school in the
early 1970’s and both of them were Chinese. They had
to get a permit to come to
school. One of these boys
was a gentleman of vast
proportions and he was
known
as
“Odd Job”
after
the
character in
the
Ian
Fleming novel and movie,
“Gold Finger”. “Odd Job”
Ah Now ran a general
dealer’s store from his
study in Mullins where you
could buy anything from
a firecracker to a canary!
The other Chinese
boy, also in Mullins, (Mullins conveniently situated well
away from the school and next to St Aidan’s) was Malcolm
Kim Sing. He was an accomplished sportsman and
Academics Honours holder. He went on to study Medicine
at Wits and probably now lives in Toronto! (Who can
blame him?)
St Aidan’s, the premier Catholic Boys’ School in the
country, was full of Chinese boys. We called them the
“Vietcong”, this being the height of the Vietnam War. St
Aidan’s were brilliant at boxing and beating. Sadly the
school closed down a year before their Centenary in 1973
and some distinguished Catholic families came across to
College, including 1976 Head Prefect, Phil Jones.
Of course discipline was much simpler with the cane
being used to telling effect for anything from talking in
prep, which probably got you two, or smoking, which
was a Headmaster’s Offence and got you six. Cigarettes
were available from the tuckshop and prefects could buy
both pipe tobacco and some of the more high voltage
brands such as Texan and Gunston from Ma’am Trollop.
It is astonishing to think that it was only with the arrival of
Arthur Cotton as the new Headmaster in 1980 that
smoking was outlawed. In Espin the boys used to pose
for a “Sixes Club”. (Have a look at the photograph next
time you are in The Highlander for this extraordinarily
large group of boys.)
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Hair has always been an issue in boys’ schools and
that fight continues to be fought today, even though the
boys look quite neat with their comb overs
à la David Beckham. The haircuts were
done by “Barbs” who used to come
into the Houses in the evening.
He had only one style of haircut
and those clippers used to work
overtime, as did his foul mouth.
We learned all sorts of filthy jokes and
stories, all a bit much for those
innocent boys from the Witwatersrand.
Hair was carefully cultivated and placed
under the cadet cap with a heavy dose
of La Pebra hair cream.
This came in a plastic bottle and
had a Spanish matador on the front.
Frightfully smooth! Boys who were
lucky enough to have girlfriends at the DSG (and there
were very few such boys) used to apply vast quantities of
cheap aftershave called “Jade East”. They used to ring
up substantial accounts at Butler’s Pharmacy. For most
of us, however, the girls from the DSG remained out of
reach, aloof and pristine, untouched by grubby, adolescent
boys’ hands. They would appear splendid in their crocodile
and at matric dances and socials they would line up on
the one side of the Centenary Hall Quadrangle in their
white dresses. Many of us were on blind dates and had
no idea who we were going with, or indeed, what we
were expected to do with our partners once we had met
them. Certainly the ease of interaction between girls and
boys now is a wonder to behold and a great characteristic
of the co-instruction model.
Obviously social media did not exist and the
communication was via the postal service. After lunch
letters would appear on the latticed notice board outside
the common rooms. These were scented letters in
coloured envelopes written on lined Croxley or Basildon
Bond paper (you don’t seem to be able to buy any of this
anymore!). One would long to get a letter and if lucky
enough, spend the next few weeks sniffing it for the
perfume that the girls used to put on to the paper.
Acronyms were written on the back such as ITALY (I Trust
And Love You) or HOLLAND (Hope Our Love Lasts
And Never Dies).
The sports programme was much simpler and only
the top sportsmen used to play in competitive inter-school
matches against our traditional opponents Dale, Queen’s,
Grey and Muir and in Grahamstown, Kingswood and
Graeme. We had Saturday morning school and those boys
who weren’t involved in major sport would play Antelope
League Rugby or Cake League Cricket. Masters took the
sport and there were no professional coaches, no
biokineticists and no fitness coaches. The sport somehow
lacked the intensity and pressure that goes with playing
sport, especially at first team level, now, and I think the
boys really do feel that pressure. After the results of the
past couple of weeks one of the Prefects at our Prefects’
Lunch said to me: “I haven’t opened my Facebook page
or gone on to social media because I dread the comments
that will be posted there.” Quite sad, really.

One of the highlights of the
sporting year in 1974 was the
victory over Grey College,
Bloemfontein, with College
winning 13-7. Grey later
claimed that they had been
travelling for three days by oxwagon to get here! The 1974
side had a good record and
they played twelve matches,
won nine, lost three. The star
of the team was NVH Mallett,
known as ‘Scaly’, and Nick
went on to represent Eastern
Nick Mallett
Province in both rugby and
cricket, the first College boy since Dudley Gradwell in
1963 to achieve this. At the end of the year he was chosen
for the legendary 1974 South African
Schools’ side that toured Europe and
trounced all the opposition.
Controversially (inexplicably?) he
was not awarded his Rugby
Honours.
Incidentally, warcries were not
condoned under the Headship of
Canon Aubrey. He described
warcries as “Philistine behaviour
which would not have gone down
well in the drawing rooms of
Johannesburg.”
Looking back over forty years it is easy to look at things
through rose-coloured spectacles, and there is no doubt
that much has changed, but at heart College remains an
Eastern Cape School with a certain hard edge to it. This is
something that we really don’t want to lose. Over its 160
years the school has survived in a rougher, tougher and
more exacting world than
probably any other
c o m p a r a b l e ,
independent school in
South Afr ica. Our
traditional constituency,
the Eastern Cape farmer,
is a dying breed and we are
determined to retain an
Eastern Cape flavour.
Currently the Eastern Cape
enrolment in the senior school
is just below 45%.
Children are very different
from forty years ago. They are far more aware of their
rights, which is not a bad thing, and they are ready to
challenge. Gone are the days when they would be seen
and not heard and given a hiding to sort things out. The
obsession with social media and the interface with screens
all the time mean that they don’t read emotions particularly
well and are preoccupied with self. The concept of a
“selfie” would have been a complete anathema to us at
school and we would have been accused (excuse the term)
of thinking that the sun shone out our a..e. This was the
common refrain for boys who were above themselves. I
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like to think that College boys don’t get above themselves
and that there is a certain humility. After the Reunion I
received an email from Michael Faber, an Old Edwardian
and an Old Andrean. He did post matric at College. He
commented: “Paul, I met two of your senior boys, Robert
Ball and Jono More in their rugby blazers, and they
showed a humility which was quite extraordinary. I
certainly don’t remember being that humble as a first team
rugby player either at King Edward’s or at St Andrew’s.”
College has every reason to approach the future with
confidence. I am delighted with the quality of the 2015
intake and if one looks at the Scholarship Awards we have
an eclectic group of boys from all over Africa. I believe
we are about to enter into a very exciting new era, with a
new Headmaster and the commencement of the long
overdue upgrades of the academic block.
(With acknowledgement to The Boy in You, by Dr
Marguerite Poland, published by Struik, 2005.)
Drew Campbell (A83/86) writes from Tristan da Cunha,
South Atlantic Ocean, a British
Overseas
Territory along with Gough
Island
falling under the Governorship
of
St
Helena where he works as
Director of Public Works.
Following stints
in the UK,
Europe and
Middle East
plus a lot of
tour ing
in
between before
settling back in SA in Somerset West this opportunity came
up for the second time and it drew me like a magnet.
Inhabited by 270 people, sustained by lobster fishing and
agriculture, Tristan da Cunha has a proud history dating
back 200 years since it was first settled by Cpl. William
Glass from Kelso Scotland. Recently a Burns Night
dinner with pipe music, haggis and poetry recitals
was held by the expatriate Dr’s Iain and Pamela
Levack from Aberdeen. Nostalgic reminisces of the
College Pipe Band and cadets came flooding back
to vivid memory (see http://www.tristandc.com/
newscommunity14.php)
Recently having completed an electrical reticulation
project and currently busy with a new water reticulation
project, there are many infrastructural challenges on the
go. Along with the challenges of isolation, shipping and
weather changes there is the flipside bliss of no insurance,
no significant crime, abundance of local produce and
simply awesome fishing in the most stunning surroundings
imaginable. The legendary Tristan rock lobster (Jasus

tristani) is exported globally and also available at the V&A
Aquarium restaurant in Cape Town. Forever the
entertainers, Tristanians celebrate every event with a
function and tables groan under the weight of amazing
delights conjured up along with drinks thrust in your hand
with regularity. The new SA Agulhas II (Gough Relief
vessel) will be visiting in September when we will chopper
off building materials for the Conservation Biosecurity Hut
on Nightingale Island and return thereafter for an annual
vacation break. Wife Michelle is doing Massage Therapy
at Camogli Hospital, daughters Siana(6) and Alexia(4)
attend St Mary’s School and are having the experience
of a lifetime!”

(Mac: which goes to prove the truth of the old saying, “
every dogzie has its daisy”).

Wayne with the menagerie

I was in Armstrong House, prior to that went to St
Andrew’s Prep. My brother, Chris Campbell was also in
Armstrong (76/80). He is married to Kate with two children
Murray and Alison. Kate’s sister Pamela is married to Leroy
Phillips, (A79/83) and Leroy used to be my Fagmaster as
a newboy. Darryl Newey (A83/87) also fagged for Leroy.
Chris is a qualified CA and has worked for Didata and
SAB in the USA, recently moved to Craft Brew Alliance
in Portland Oregon. Murray is at de Paul University and
Alison is in high school.
Ryan Searle (E84/89) writes: After living in Cape Town
(1993 – 2002) and Johannesburg (2002 – 2014) I have
taken a global work assignment in Taiwan as Managing
Director for Audi. Candice and I left the familiar shores of
South Africa and moved to Taiwan in August 2014. The
first person I met for breakfast after arriving in Taipei City
was none other than Mark Rathbone (X8791) who
happened to be in Taipei on business the week that we
arrived (thanks to Facebook). I will be working in Taiwan
for a minimum stay of 3 years (2014 – 2017).
Wayne Dorman (X87/91) writes: Hi...if you visit my
Facebook page Wayne Dogzies Dorman it will tell you
what I have been up to or www.dogzies.com...I have
attached several photos for you.....
Back in 2007 - Eight clients travelled with me to see
and meet Cesar Millan in Seattle, Washington, USA. (See
photo, right) Fast forward 7 years and myself with Ted
Efthymiadis and Fulcher will be hosting and teaching an
‘International Dog Training Workshop in my home town
Kelowna, BC, Canada.
One week ago we went ‘International’ and we almost
sold out in working spots......The two ladies and longtime clients in the photo to the right and left will be
attending this workshop as well..... All the... clients in this
photo still have their dogs in their care to this very day.
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Thomas Fuller (U93/97) (along with several members
of the 1 Medical Battalion Pipe Band from Durban, joined
the College Pipe Band in their successful overseas tour to
Scotland in August. Fellow OAs Michael Irwin (A93/97,
Steve Ellis (X96/00)
and Chr is Terry
(dM61/65) were also
part of this group. The
week before the band’s
first competition, Tom
participated in the
London Triathlon,
where he came a
remarkable 8th overall,
and first in his age
group. He was recently
Rory Bellingan (left)
elected the President of congratulates Thomas Fuller on his
the
Pipe
Band election as President of the PBASA
Association of South
Africa, and is seen here being congratulated by his
predecessor, Rory Bellingan, who stepped down after 14
years in the position.
James Thompson (U01/05) sent us the news that SA’s
Olympic gold medallists James Thompson and John Smith
have realised a life-long dream after claiming first place in
the lightweight double sculls at the World Rowing

With Cesar Millan

Championships. They claimed first place in the lightweight
men’s double sculls at the World Rowing Championships
in the Netherlands in a new world’s best time.
Read the full article on the Sport24 website: http://
www.sport24.co.za/OtherSport/South-Africa/
Thompson-Smith-make-rowing-history-20140831
Blaise Atoliyah (G09/13) writes: I left College at the end
of last year and I am missing it very much. I am currently
studying a Bachelor of Commerce, at Nelson Mandela
Metropolitan University in Port Elizabeth, and I am
majoring in accounting.
One of the things that I miss the most about College is
the sound of the bagpipes. The rumble on Lower Field
that one felt whenever there was a retreat ceremony or

whenever the 1st rugby side was about to play is something
that I wish I could still experience.
I have realised that bagpipes are a part of me and I am
now currently planning on purchasing a set of my own so
that I can play socially. When life gets too busy, I often
pick up my chanter and learn some new tunes. This helps
me get back into my comfort zone and takes me back to
the good old days, sitting in the Band room with Mr Terry.
I hope to return to the school grounds soon so that I
can see and hear the sound of the band once again. I am
looking forward to reliving the happy memories that I
associate with the sound of the pipes on my return and
wish the Pipe Band all the best for their upcoming events.

Tom Frew (G09/13), Nick Georgalakis (E09/13) and
Nic Connock (A09/13) all graduated at Quest in Zim after
the terrible tragedy of the death of Brad Horak (U09/
13). The Horaks donated a beautiful trophy in memory
of Brad and Thomas just
happened to be the recipient of
this trophy. Brad’s parents
wrote:
"Tom, congratulations,
Andre and I are so delighted to
hear that you have been voted
by your peers to receive the
Brad Horak 500 Miles Award.
Brad would be thrilled and will
be with you as you come
forward to receive same. How
pertinent that the award is
Tom Frew (above)
with the “500 Mile”
trophy donated by the
Horaks in memory of
their son Bradley who
passed away on 18 June
2014 at Quest in
Zimbabwe

received by not only one of Brads St Andrew’s brothers
but also by the son of our dear family friends who have
supported us unconditionally and completely over the last
three months. Tom, you and Brad grew up together,
have been through St Peter's, St Andrew’s and Quest as
brothers and we know you will wear this honour with
pride and we could not wish for a more worthy recipient.
You have also been an incredible support to Horrie and I,
and your calls and messages have been so loved and
appreciated. We only wish that Brad had been able to
complete this journey with you. Well done Tom we are
so so proud, you have walked 500 miles with your friends.
To all Brad’s Quest brothers, go out into the world and
achieve what you have set out to do. Take Brad with you
in your hearts wherever you go, stay in touch with us on
your journeys and never forget him."Debbie and Andre
Horak

Right: 5 St Andrew’s boys in
the Matopos the day before Brad
Horak passed away. From left
to right: Beric Allsop, the late
Bradley Horak, Nicholas
Connock, Thomas Frew and
Nicholas Georgoulakis (all matric
2013)

The Bagpipe is now available in electronic version. If you prefer to receive the Bagpipe via email, rather than
a printed and posted copy, please notify us at foundation@sacschool.com or telephone 046 603 2360.
We would like to hear from you! Please send your literary gem to: Mac, St Andrew's College, P.O. Box 182,
Grahamstown, 6140 or by email to: foundation@sacschool.com
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